Expandable Retrograde Nail for Femoral Fracture above a Total Knee Replacement
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Periprosthetic fractures after total knee arthroplasty occur as a result of low energy trauma usually compounding some surgical pitfalls and patient related factors [1,2]. Patient and technique related predisposing factors are osteopenia, osteolysis, malalignment, anterior femoral notching, poor flexion (stiff knee), corticosteroid use, rheumatoid arthritis, myasthenia gravis and cerebral palsy [1,3]. The reported periprosthetic fracture incidence ranges from 0.3 to 2.5 percent [1,4]. But unfortunately an increase of periprosthetic fracture incidence would be inevitable due to increased life expectancy and osteoporotic patient numbers [3,5-7].

Treatment of periprosthetic fractures is a challenge for the surgeon because of decreased bone quality and complicating systemic diseases [2,5,8]. The most prevalent type of periprosthetic fracture is the Rorabeck type 2 [1,9-12]. Recommended treatment options are plating, external fixation and retrograde intramedullary nailing (RIMN) [1,4,13,14]. There is still continuing debate which treatment option is optimal for these patients [1,4,7,13]. There is no consensus on the technique to be used but logically it must be minimally invasive to decrease mortality and morbidity [6,7,14].

Stable osteosynthesis obtained by minimal invasive techniques assures more rapid fracture union [6,14]. In treatment of femoral periprosthetic fractures classic locked RIMN is currently the most successful technique with lowest complication rates [1,7,14]. But the applicability of this technique is confined to a limited number of periprosthetic femoral fractures. The main cause of this limitation is the small box size and design of some currently available prosthesis on the market, rendering insertion of classic RIMN [1,14]. In the coronal plane the entry point of femoral nail shifts far posterior limiting the insertion of a larger diameter femoral nail. We suggest that in treatment of periprosthetic fractures with a narrow intercondylar box sized femoral component, expandable intramedullary nails (EIMN) may be a valuable option. But also, it must be beared in mind that expandable nails have some technical pitfalls and because of this it should not be regarded as the first choice. To our knowledge use of EIMN for a periprosthetic femoral fracture has not been reported before in english language literature. Our patient signed a written consent that data concerning the case would be submitted for publication.

Case Report

A 67 year old woman was admitted to our clinic for an elective total knee joint replacement. She had type II diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, coronary artery disease and hypertension. Both coronary arteries were stented during his previous cardiac angiographies. She had a cerebrovascular stroke one year before her admittance for joint replacement. She had mild hemiparesis of left lower extremity. She had 3cm leg length discrepancy due to iplateral Crowe type 3 congenital hip dislocations. Her right knee was replaced with a posterior cruciate substituting total knee arthroplasty (TKA). The prosthesis used was Advance (Wright Medical Group Company-Arlington-USA). Both components were the smallest of their series (size 1). The day after the operation she was allowed to walk with two crutches with full weight-bearing. On sixth postoperative day she sustained a fall during walking with crutches. On X-rays a metaphyseal periprosthetic displaced femoral fracture was evident (Figure 1A and 1B). Because of compounding systemic diseases and reduced bone quality we decided to make osteosynthesis with a RIMN which can be applied with a minimally invasive technique. This technique also assures stable enough osteosynthesis to allow early postoperative range of motion exercises. Wright Advance type femoral components have narrow box size limiting insertion of many classic intramedullary nails. So we decided to use an EIMN designed for humerus [Fixin IL humerus nail (Disc O Tech- Medical Technologies Ltd. Israel)]. These nails have a reduced diameter of 7.4 mm which reaches 11 mm after maximal inflation. An entry point at the intercondylar notch was drilled with an 8 mm reamer through the femoral component box. Medullary canal was not further reamed. Some of the staples were removed from proximal of the previous incision to reduce the fracture and fix with a cerclage wire. Under fluoroscopic control, femur was aligned and a Fixion IL humeral EIMN with 7.4 mm diameter and 280 mm length was implanted. Then the nail was maximally inflated with saline solution by its custom pump. Reduction and stabilization of fracture fragments were clearly visualized by fluoroscopy during nail inflation. During proximal locking of the nail, regular locking screws did not reach the opposite cortex as they were designed for humeral application. So we used 3.5 crutches with full weight-bearing. On sixth postoperative day she sustained a fall during walking with crutches. On X-rays a metaphyseal periprosthetic displaced femoral fracture was evident (Figure 1A and 1B). Because of compounding systemic diseases and reduced bone quality we decided to make osteosynthesis with a RIMN which can be applied with a minimally invasive technique. This technique also assures stable enough osteosynthesis to allow early postoperative range of motion exercises. Wright Advance type femoral components have narrow box size limiting insertion of many classic intramedullary nails. So we decided to use an EIMN designed for humerus [Fixin IL humerus nail (Disc O Tech- Medical Technologies Ltd. Israel)]. These nails have a reduced diameter of 7.4 mm which reaches 11 mm after maximal inflation. An entry point at the intercondylar notch was drilled with an 8 mm reamer through the femoral component box. Medullary canal was not further reamed. Some of the staples were removed from proximal of the previous incision to reduce the fracture and fix with a cerclage wire. Under fluoroscopic control, femur was aligned and a Fixion IL humeral EIMN with 7.4 mm diameter and 280 mm length was implanted. Then the nail was maximally inflated with saline solution by its custom pump. Reduction and stabilization of fracture fragments were clearly visualized by fluoroscopy during nail inflation. During proximal locking of the nail, regular locking screws did not reach the opposite cortex as they were designed for humeral application. So we used 3.5

Figure 1: X-rays of a 67 years old woman with Rorabeck Type 2 periprosthetic fracture.
A. Anteroposterior.  B. Lateral.
mm malleolar screw for distal locking. But proximal locking screw was jammed in the hole and screw head was broken. Removal of the screw head was attempted but, was not successful. After completion of overall procedure, dynamic stability of fracture fragments was again controlled under fluoroscopic visualization (Figure 2). There was less than 100ml blood loss and the operation time was only 40 minutes. Postoperative period was complication free. Patient was allowed to walk without weight bearing with a hinged knee brace the day after the operation. Passive range of motion exercises were ensued as tolerated. At sixth postoperative weeks active exercises were added to the rehabilitation programme. Partial weight bearing was allowed at eight weeks after confirmation of callus at control X-rays. She continued to wear the knee brace for three months. She progressed to full weight bearing at third postoperative month. X-rays taken second postoperative year (Figure 3A and 3B).

Discussion

Currently there is focus on three different methods in treatment of type 2 periprosthetic femoral fractures [1,4-6,9,10,12,14,15]. These are osteosynthesis with a circular external fixation, blades and RIMN’s. In recent years, a new system named less invasive stabilization system (LISS, Synthes) were introduced in to market which can be applied minimal invasively [6,10,17]. Although it was considered to be superior to other techniques as it can be minimally applied, drawbacks of this method can be listed as: 1) indirect reduction under fluoroscopic control increasing fluoroscopic exposure, 2) technically demanding as reduction and osteosynthesis is achieved simultaneously [18], 3) varus-valgus angulations [17] and 4) in osteoporotic pulling-out of proximal screws [5,6,8,10,17].

RIMN is one of the options for osteosynthesis of type 2 fractures. Biomechanically nails have higher bending capacity to shear forces than plates [13]. Besides this, operative time, perioperative blood loss and infection risk is lower with intramedullary nailing. In patients treated with intramedullary nailing fracture union rate is higher and knee range of motion is better [1,7,9,11,13,19].

Despite these advantages classic RIMN’s are surpassed by locking plates in current practice. The main reason for this was the small size of femoral component box rendering insertion of classic RIMN’s impossible [1,5,13]. In such a situation expansion of the intercondylar notch of femoral component with a diamond burr is recommended by some authors [20]. But this technique is not widely accepted because of the hazards of metal debris material generated during high speed burring [11]. The smallest diameter of the most commonly used classic RIMN’s are usually 10 mm. Currall et al. investigated the box size of 19 different femoral components from 10 different manufacturers [21].

They found that in five of the prosthesis (26.3%) femoral box was too narrow blocking the insertion of a 10 mm diameter supracondylar nails (Trigen, Smith and Nephew, Memphis, USA). Two of these 5 prostheses (10.5%) was box closed [21]. In treatment of femoral supracondylar periprosthetic fractures lesser diameter classic tibial nails may also be used. The curve and diameter of these nails (smallest 8.5 mm) are suitable for retrograde supracondylar femoral fracture osteosynthesis. Their small diameters do not fill the femoral canal and necessitates distal locking at the level of lesser trochanter.

EIMN’s designed for humerus can be a valuable alternative method in treatment of these periprosthetic femoral fractures. The smaller diameter and length of these nails broadens the applicability of RIMN for femoral periprosthetic fractures. EIMN’s (Fixion IL humerus nail Disc o Tech-Medical Technologies Ltd. Israel) are available at three different diameters. Their reduced diameters are 6.7 mm, 7.4 mm and 8.5 mm. These nails are inflated with saline solution by their custom pump. Four flanks over the surface of nail expand and increase the diameter up to 60%. Thus expanded diameter increases to 10 mm, 7 mm and 13.5 mm, respectively. As these nails have smaller diameter at the reduced state, they can be inserted through a wide range of femoral components. Another advantage of these nails is the availability at smaller lengths (180-280 mm), making it suitable for all scenarios. They can be implanted even in the case of inherent ipsilateral femoral stem or short stature. These EIMN’s have unexpanding proximal part nearly in 50 mm length. Two locking holes exist at this part. Fracture line must be more than 50 mm from intercondylar notch to achieve stable fixation. Expanding part of the nail homogenously fills the medullary canal and achieves rotational stability even in patients with a large medullary canal [22]. In conclusion, advantageous of EIMN’s can be summarized as follows: application with a minimal invasive technique without medullary reaming, no distal locking holes, optimal rotational stability, one of the techniques with minimal blood loss, minimizes fluoroscopic exposure and shortens operative time.

EIMN’s should not be regarded as a first line option in treatment of all periprosthetic fractures above knee prosthesis. The technique has also some drawbacks. Non-inflatable proximal part of the nail decreases the stability of osteosynthesis in a relatively large metaphysis. Breakage and deflation of nail can be a potential problem [22]. In some patients medullary cavity can be large enough to be stabilized by inflation of the nail. And also in some others too much inflation can cause distension of the fracture line through the diaphysis.

Early rehabilitation is possible and union time is comparable to other minimal invasive techniques. EIMN’s broaden the treatment...
spectrum of RIMN’s for periprosthetic femoral fractures. When box size of the femoral component is not known EIMN’s will be more useful than classic RIMN’s. It must be also beared in mind that the femoral component may have a closed box necessitating application of a locking plate.
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